APM: Administration & Programs, 13th edition – Quizzes

8 WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
QUIZ 1 (20 POINTS TOTAL)
True/False (5 points)
1. To achieve the goal of returning to productive employment, workers should receive quality medical
care at no cost.
a. true
b. false
2. For a worker to show “intentional tort,” he or she must show the employer knew of a grave risk and
acted recklessly in sending the worker into danger knowing an injury was substantially likely.
a. true
b. false
3. Only 14 states allow workers who remain disabled beyond the specified minimum waiting period to
receive payment retroactively for that period.
a. true
b. false
4. Although prompt reporting of an accident is usually required, employers in some states are not penalized if they violate this statute.
a. true
b. false
5. Determining temporary disability, either partial or total, simply requires evaluating the employee’s
present physical condition in light of the work opportunities available.
a. true
b. false
Multiple Choice (6 points)
6. When did Congress pass the first real compensation covering certain federal employees?
a. 1908
b. 1909
c. 1910
d. 1911
7. Although the cash benefit for temporary total disability varies by state and by type of disability, it is
commonly set at _____ of current wages.
a. 50% to 85%
b. 66% to 100%
c. 66% to 85%
d. 75% to 100%
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8. In a small number of states, the period of benefits for permanent disabilities is limited, usually
from
a. 4 to 8 years.
b. 5 to 9 years.
c. 6 to 10 years.
d. 7 to 11 years.
9. In examining a permanent partial disability case, a jurisdiction is only considering whether or not
the worker has sustained a permanent physical impairment and to what extent it interferes with his
or her usual functions and abilities. Which of the following theories is being applied?
a. the Whole-Person theory
b. the Wage Loss theory
c. the Loss of Wage-Earning Capacity theory
d. a combination of these three
10. Companies should focus on _____ as part of their workers’ compensation program.
a. controlling costs
b. preventing accidents
c. responding promptly to accidents
d. all of the above
11. Typically _____ of the accidents cause 80% of the costs.
a. 10%
b. 13%
c. 17%
d. 20%
Short Answer (7 points)
12. What are the two types of economic losses that workers and their families may suffer?

13. Workers’ compensation laws cover occupational diseases. What is the definition of occupational
disease?
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14. What are the three basic types of workers’ compensation benefits?

15. What are two other sources of medical benefits available to disabled workers?

16. In general, what are the four classes of disabilities?

17. Define the concept of permanent total disability.

18. The asserted insurance incentive of workers’ compensation is based on the merit-rated pricing policy.
What two systems does this policy cover?

Short Essay (2 points)
19. The Federal Employers’ Liability Act (FELA) is not a workers’ compensation law; however, it does
protect employees. Describe what the FELA does.
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20. Explain why the complex and adversarial proceedings for determining a worker’s right to benefits
are a drawback that prevents the full use of rehabilitation facilities.

QUIZ 2 (20 POINTS TOTAL)
True/False (5 points)
1. An employee who is totally disabled temporarily loses only 50% of his or her income during the time
he or she is recuperating.
a. true
b. false
2. A number of U.S. jurisdictions have applied the “by accident” test in order to narrow the range of
unintentional injuries that must be compensated.
a. true
b. false
3. One of the primary goals of a workers’ compensation programs is rehabilitation of workers.
a. true
b. false
4. The combination of Social Security benefits and workers’ compensation payments cannot exceed
75% of the disabled worker’s earnings prior to disability.
a. true
b. false
5. Some public vocational rehabilitation programs include medical diagnosis and evaluation, psychological support, and the fitting of prostheses.
a. true
b. false
Multiple Choice (6 points)
6. If employment places the worker in a position where he or she is injured, the injury is considered to
arise out of the employment. This is an example of which test?
a. by accident
b. actual risk doctrine
c. course of the employment
d. positional risk doctrine
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7. Income benefits to workers for permanent partial disabilities accounted for nearly _____ of the total
cash benefits paid in the last few years.
a. 46%
b. 56%
c. 66%
d. 76%
8. In addition to children, some states pay survivor benefits to
a. siblings
b. parents
c. dependent invalid spouses
d. all of the above
9. If a worker is capable of some employment, such as light duties or part-time work, and is expected
to improve and regain much of his or her former capacity, he or she has a
a. temporary total disability
b. temporary partial disability
c. permanent total disability
d. permanent partial disability
10. Which theory of permanent partial disability places little or no importance on the degree of physical
impairment?
a. the Whole-Person theory
b. the Wage Loss theory
c. the Loss of Wage-Earning Capacity theory
d. none of the above
11. Which of the following are excluded from workers’ compensation laws?
a. domestic servants
b. all federal employees
c. farmers
d. all of the above
Short Answer (7 points)
12. When was the first piece of legislation to embody the idea of worker’s compensation passed in the
United States and where was it passed?
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13. Under an elective compensation law, an employer may accept or reject the act. If an employer rejects
the act, he loses three common-law defenses. What are these defenses?

14. What is the difference between a “scheduled injury” and a “nonscheduled injury”?

15. If a compensation case is uncontested, an employer can follow two methods of payment. What are
these two methods?

16. Why would a worker be assigned to vocational rehabilitation?

17. What does it mean if a worker is permanently partially disabled?

18. If a company is not eligible for merit rating, it is class rated. How does class rating work?
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Short Essay (2 points)
19. The first objective of a worker’s compensation program is to replace the wages lost by workers.
Among other things, the replacement should be adequate. What does this mean?

20. The expansion of the dual capacity doctrine is one of two concepts broadening the exclusive remedy
provision. What is the dual capacity doctrine?
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